Medi-Caps University
Undertaking by the Examinee for Ph.D. Entrance Online Examination August 2020
I ---------------------------------------------------------- SO/DO of Mr. /Ms-------------------------------------------------reside in the area------------------------- under the District-------------------------, State. I understand the
present situation and my own requirements which bind me to choose the online mode of examination.
I do undertake to agree to all the terms and conditions as follows:
i. Examinees are required to be seated in front of the desktop/Laptop with inbuilt camera/webcam.
ii. There should be enough light to capture the face of the Examinee
iii. Dress Code is strictly smart casuals. (Ex: Jacket, muffler, caps….etc. are not allowed)
iv. There should be no other person present in the room other than the Examinee during the examination.
v. Examinee should have the IT infrastructure to undertake this examination (specially laptop/desktop,
webcam, internet & 3 hours of battery backup).
a. Operating System: Windows 7, 8.1, 10 versions.
b. Minimum 4GB of RAM
c. Intel P5 or Core i3 or above
d. Minimum 100 MB of free space
e. Internet connectivity: minimum 2 Mbps un-interrupted internet speed is
desirable.
f. Connected to power supply or having battery of 2 hrs backup
g. Updated Chrome & Firefox
vi. Examinee should take the mock test mandatorily prior to Examination
vii. Examinee will not be allowed to open any other browser during exam.
viii. Examinee images / videos will be captured and will be monitored on near real time basis by the
proctor. Examinee should use only the virtual notepad and calculator.
ix. No Physical notepad or calculator are allowed.
x. Examinee should not be talking during the examination
xi. If Examinee moves or blocks the camera, then the examination will get auto malpractice for such
Examinee and will be treated as UFM.
xii. Only water bottle is allowed during the examination
xiii. No biological breaks are permitted during the examination.
xiv. Examinee shall be abided by the rules and regulation of the university as notified from time to time
with respect to the examination.

Name and Signature of the Examinee

Date:

Mobile:

I understand the all the basic requirement for appearing the online examination and accept all the
terms and conditions.

Note: After signed, the undertaking must be mailed to ce@medicaps.ac.in.

